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From Green to Clean: 2021's Hospitality Renaissance
By Marci Zaroff Founder, MetaWear | May 09, 2021

Founder of MetaWear, Farm to Home, and Under the Canopy, Marci Zaroff coined the term and
pioneered the market for ECOfashion®. A graduate from UC Berkeley's Haas Business School
and also Co-Founder of Beyond Brands, Good Catch Foods and The Institute for Integrative
Nutrition, for nearly three decades, Ms. Zaroff has been an internationally-recognized
ecopreneur, expert, visionary, consultant and global public speaker of conscious business, social
innovation and an ecolifestyle. Ms. Zaroff has produced organic textiles and amenities for major
international hotel and spa chains (Ritz Carlton, Hyatt, Wyndham, etc.), and has guided countless
properties on launching sustainable lifestyle experiences and strategies and consulted on
creating cohesive in-room experiences from organic food to beauty to Rber. Currently a
Director/Advisor on numerous Boards, including the Organic Trade Association, Textile

Exchange, Fair Trade USA, Cradle to Cradle Fashion Positive, and Fashion Revolution, Ms. Zaroff was also
instrumental in developing the Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS) and the Rrst Fair Trade Textile CertiRcation-
driving authenticity, environmental leadership and social justice worldwide. Marci Zaroff can be contacted at 561-
302-2010 or marcizaroff@gmail.com Please visit http://www.marcizaroff.com for more information.

HotelExecutive retains the copyright to the articles published in the Hotel Business Review. Articles cannot be
republished without prior written consent by HotelExecutive.
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Travelers are more aware than ever of
climate change and the tentacles its
impacts weave all around the globe.
Most importantly, people are
connecting the dots between climate
change and human health-the
pandemic has shone a light on
everything unjust, inhumane and
unnecessary.

At the height of it, we've pondered
mortality while experiencing
innumerable losses, internally
examining what really matters in our
lives. We share the common burden of
2020 and to put it frankly, there is a lot
of trauma.

The top concern for re-emerging travelers is no doubt health and wellbeing, but we must remember to look
through a post-2020 lens to understand how to deliver those attributes.

Delivering wellness in 2021 means going beyond environmental concerns. The global community is
recognizing the need to make safer, cleaner choices to build as much immunity as possible. Additionally,
increased risk in living with a pre-existing condition has spurred those impacted to do everything they can to
mitigate health risks that are within their control.

A rising consciousness in spending means that there will be more thought put into choosing destinations and
accommodations. Travelers are staying closer to home and many want their economic impact to beneLt their
regional communities. People are craving travel, yet a large majority are not ready to make big trips just yet.
For the most part, they want the effort of travel to be both safe and worth the expense.

More than ever guests need to regain trust. They need to hear and see that we are equipped to quell their
fears. They crave open, honest and consistent communication after the push-me-pull-me of 2020. Between
school and work re-openings and closures, weary citizens need reliable hosts to offer a sense of unwavering
calm and protection. This is an opportunity to reconnect and restore our world with our guests. We've all been
through a lot. By responding to fearful clients with comfort and care, we not only gain trust, but we can create
a symbiotic ecosystem that regenerates itself.

Soothing the Tentative Traveler

If you've been putting off sustainability initiatives or wellness projects, now is the time to reprioritize. Once
labeled "green," wellness initiatives today can now be called "clean" as consumers' values shift. We need to
focus on elements of hospitality that are non-toxic and better for human health. There are plenty of ways to
eliminate toxins that can break down the body or compromise our well-being. From purifying showers to
certiLed organic sheets, towels, robes, blankets, and mattresses, the solutions are already out there. If
potential guests are going to leave their homes, Lnally, they will want to go somewhere that they feel safe and
secure.

Organic food and textiles, once considered an afterthought, will become a dealmaker. Organic lifestyle trends,
already on the rise in 2019, have gained momentum during the pandemic. The move toward a more organic,
local and plant-based diet has accelerated with the increased focus on health. The general public understands
the impacts of organic beyond those that are environmental. In fact, new concerns have emerged that inhaling
synthetic microLbers-from masks, sheets, pillows, blankets, clothing and other textiles-can delay lung healing
in COVID patients, further validating a need for certiLed organic textiles-which are breathable and free of
harmful toxins.

From airplanes to hotels to restaurants, we need to make sure guests feel comfortable, on many levels, if they
are going to resume travel. Contrary to chemically-ridden food and textiles, providing an organic/healthy
lifestyle experience is an important tool in delivering that ease.

Fresh indoor air quality is another formerly-niche amenity that has become a wellness standard. Once
considered a perk in luxury resorts, air puriLers and HEPA Llters in each room or suite is the new normal.
Offering open-air dining, balconies or other ways to ensure access to the outdoors can give guests the sense
of being social, despite being separated from others. As North America moves toward summer, and as the
sun's rays act as a natural anti-viral application, a focus on outdoor leisure is crucial, whether an establishment
is in a big city or a remote location.

To meet new levels of cleanliness, hotels are applying tried and true hospital methods in lobbies, common
areas and guest rooms. UVC light technology is being used to sanitize anything from keys to handrails.
XENEX® LightStrike™ germ-zapping robots (yes, you heard correctly) are used in hospitals and are being
applied to hotel settings as well. Take care to avoid cleaning and disinfecting strategies that can cause more
harm than good.

For instance, electrostatic sprayers are touted as a simple answer to sanitizing common spaces. However,
they often contain chemical compounds that can irritate the lungs and cause di_culty breathing. There are no
long-term studies that prove their e_cacy and both the WHO and EPA do not recommend sprayers or
defogging agents in indoor spaces to help against the spread of COVID.

Supporting the physical health of guests also extends to exercise. Shifting the classic gym experience to an
interactive "choose your in-room exercise" virtual option allows for safety and privacy, in addition to
customization. For instance, we can offer smart bikes, smart mirrors, treadmills, yoga materials and/or hand
weights to guests so they can maintain physical and mental wellness during their stay-without the stress of a
shared gym. If all of this feels like too big of a transition, consider converting just a few rooms to "wellness
rooms" as a starting point. You can charge a little more and analyze the ROI before rolling out a bigger
program.

We can't forget to support guests' mental health. The anxiety and trauma of the pandemic has people on edge.
Amenities like aromatherapy bath salts, recordings of guided meditation, and white noise can help. Moreover,
looking after and making accommodations for staff, as they too manage stress, will impact the experience for
guests. Having to put on a happy face while under so much pressure is no easy task-we need to offer time and
space for our workers to decompress on a daily basis.

Holistic health, not only of the individual, but of our ecosystems, is where the future lies.

The solutions are out there, we just need to put them to work. It's important as we do so, to keep our current
and future potential guests informed. Wellness should deLnitely be central to marketing messaging in 2021.
Our health and wellness strategies should be clear, both in words and actions, to every single person with
whom we interact-whether it be on our website, social channels, email communication, partnerships, or in
person.

Leading the Way

Some hotel groups and organizations are already well on their way to rebranding the hospitality experience to
address the tentative travelers' concerns. For instance, Delos™ Stay Well™ rooms can be found at several
hotels nationwide. Offering "better air quality, enhanced ambiance, better rest, rapid jet lag adjustment,
increased energy, and improved nutrition," Stay Well™ rooms have perks like natural mattresses,
aromatherapy, meditations with Deepak Chopra, and light therapy to ensure the health of guests.

Of course, smaller hotels can start by retroLtting existing rooms to include beneLts that are relevant to their
customer base. And new hotel chains, like Rosewood's KHOS, are already featuring certiLed organic robes,
from brands like "Farm to Home."

Another example of a leader during this time is 1Hotels. 1Hotels was founded with wellness in mind and have
been able to adapt with ease, layering in a PPE welcome kit and UV technology sanitization treatment both in-
room and at curbside check-in, not to mention clear communication on their website on every aspect of the
guest experience as it relates to health and safety. Air and water Lltration, organic food and textiles, and yoga
supplies were existing amenities prior to the pandemic, and are more appreciated now than ever before.

The importance of fresh air has bolstered the success of Tentrr, a four-season camping platform that offers
sites all over the country. Anyone can be a Tentrr host with land to spare. Their turnkey platform allows hosts
to make money without the fuss of setting up the campsite. Their business model addresses the desire of so
many people to "get away" somewhere remote and with easy access to nature and the great outdoors.

Peloton has partnered with hotels across the country to install their smart bikes in gyms and guest rooms.
Users can easily access a map on their online hotel Lnder that shows all hotel locations that have Peloton
bikes, so devoted followers can keep up their Ltness on-the-go.

Another innovation of note is Nevotech's "Grace" technology platform, which allows guests to communicate
with staff through their mobile devices, without having to download an app. Other contactless tech solutions
are blooming too, from facial mask recognition software, to voice-activated technology, to location services
that allow optimal planning for social distancing.

As we navigate the new world of travel, it's important as hosts to act-not with fear, but with care for both the
Earth and ourselves. This next chapter of the travel and hospitality industry will be deLned by the actions we
take to rebuild the trust of shaken guests and employees. As different companies take unique approaches, it
will be interesting to see what forward-thinking concepts and innovations emerge and inspire others to mimic.
One thing is for sure: we will see wellness principles central to restoring that conLdence.
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